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Abstract

The alignment and superposition of protein structures are sometimes complicated by the

presence of insertions or deletions in one structure or the other.  The program ALIGN [Cohen in

Satow, Cohen, Padlan, & Davies, (1986). J. Mol. Biol. 190, 593-604] was written to address this

problem.  The program provides information in its analysis of results to facilitate the understanding

of transformations between structurally homologous subunits of protein structures. 

Introduction

The earliest computer programs designed to search for equivalent topologies in protein

structures were developed by Rossmann and co-workers (Rao & Rossmann, 1973; Rossmann &

Argos, 1975, 1976, 1977).  A later effort (Remington & Matthews, 1978, 1980) identified

structurally homologous portions of two proteins by comparing all possible segments of one member

of the pair to all those of the second.  The Rossmann et al. approach required some knowledge of

equivalent structural elements in the structures compared; however, lacking this knowledge, an

exhaustive search could be undertaken.  The Remington & Matthews approach made no assumptions

regarding the initial mapping of structural elements but did not handle insertions or deletions

(Matthews & Rossmann, 1985).

ALIGN (Cohen, in Satow, Cohen, Padlan, & Davies, 1986) was coded with the goal of

bringing two structures into alignment by superposition without requiring the knowledge of an
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approximate alignment while automatically acknowledging length differences resulting from

insertions and deletions.  Since the appearance of ALIGN, others have derived algorithms for

obtaining the alignment based on difference distance matrices (Taylor & Orengo, 1989). The

purpose of this note is to document some features of ALIGN and to announce an update to the

program.

Methods

ALIGN performs an iterative refinement of the superposition of two coordinate sets.  The

program operates on a set of coordinate pairs that represent the correspondence of atoms between

the two structures to be aligned.  In its original conception, the program was designed to discover

the optimal structural alignment between two ordered sets of points, such as two sets of C" atoms,

with minimal guidance from the user.  To achieve this, the first pairing is done blindly by skipping

enough coordinates in the structure having the larger number of atoms to reduce the atom count to

match the number of atoms in the smaller structure.  The atoms skipped are equally spaced along

the list of atoms.  For proteins of similar families this is usually adequate, but for proteins that are

very dissimilar or contain vastly different inserts this is frequently not adequate.  The current version

allows the user to accept this blind pairing or to "bias" the initial selection of coordinates by entering

a list of residues that are thought to correspond.

The best transformation between the two sets of coordinates corresponding to the pairs is

determined by the algorithm of Kabsch (1976, 1978), in which both coordinate sets are first
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translated to the origin.  A matrix is then composed from the sums of the products of the coordinates

of the members of each pair.  The best proper rotation is then derived from an eigenvalue analysis

on the product of the transpose of this matrix with itself.

This transformation is then tested for a better match using a method adopted from the

procedures of sequence matching; it is the application of this method that accommodates insertions

and deletions in the alignment.  An integer matrix of scores representing the distances between all

atoms of one superimposed structure and all atoms of the second is constructed in a way that can

be evaluated by the dynamic programming method (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970).  The score

representing the correspondence of each coordinate pair must be a maximum when the match is

exact.  ALIGN uses the square of the difference between a user chosen maximum distance and the

actual distance.  Distances above the maximum yield a score of zero.  The square was chosen to

sharpen the trace in the matrix.  Other scoring weights examined included a function of the inverse

distance or the inverse square of the distance.  The inverse functions were not chosen because they

have no real zero and because they did not seem to be as successful.  The dynamic programming

method (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970) is then employed to trace the matrix and derive a set of

corresponding points while properly accounting for insertions and deletions.  The resulting

identification of corresponding coordinates may then be used to compute an improved rotation

matrix, as described above, yielding a refined superposition.  Pairs of coordinates separated by more

than the user-chosen maximum distance do not contribute to the computation of the revised

transformation.  This distance is set to a default of the larger of 10Å or three times the r.m.s.
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distance between all potentially matching pairs of coordinates.  The program allows the user to

change both the absolute maximum value and the multiplier of three.

Convergence is tested during the analysis phase of the program following the determination

of each new transformation.  Convergence is achieved when the r.m.s. mismatch of the set of points

compared does not change from its previous value and the number of points compared is also

unchanged.  For practicality only 25 rounds of refinement are allowed; convergence is usually

attained somewhat before this point.  In the several cases where it has been noticed that the

procedure continues to 25 cycles the procedure has been observed to be oscillating between two or

three essentially equivalent results.  Upon convergence the transformation is reported and analyzed

as described below.  If the option to write out the transformed coordinates has been selected, the

coordinates will be written at this time in the same format as the input coordinates.

The rotation matrix and translation yielding the overall transformation determined by the

superposition are reported when convergence is achieved.  This transformation is further analyzed

in terms of a single equivalent screw operation (Cox, 1967; Hendrickson, 1979).  Reported are the

rotation about and translation along the rotation axis.  The direction cosines along with the

coordinates of a point on the axis are also listed.  These analyses provide the user with data to

understand the interrelationships between subunits of structures having homologous domains, such

as the antibody Fabs.  The direction cosines along with a point on the rotation axis and the

translation are requisite data for the plotting of a diagram describing the transformation obtained.

Calculation of the Fab "elbow bend," defined as the angle between the approximate dyads of the
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variable and constant domains, requires the direction cosines. Usually these approximate dyads do

not intersect and a point on each of the two is necessary to calculate the distance separating the

dyads.

ALIGN was developed in the early 1980s at a time when the principal refinement program

for proteins was the PROTIN/PROLSQ package (Hendrickson, 1985); consequently, the coordinate

input was required to be in PROTIN format.  The program has now been revised so that the default

coordinate input conforms to the PDB v2.0 format.

Discussion

ALIGN has been used to test arbitrary pairs of protein structures for homology (e.g., Daopin,

Cohen & Davies, 1992; Daopin, Li & Davies, 1993), but it has proven more useful in the

comparison of proteins of known structural homology (e.g., Bujacz et al., 1995) and structurally

homologous domains within a protein (e.g., Satow, Cohen, Padlan, & Davies, 1986; Suguna et al.,

1987; Sheriff, Jeffrey & Bajorath, 1996). The frequent failure of ALIGN to discover a starting

alignment when two structures have some common motif but significant insertions and deletions is

a disappointment; clearly, a more sophisticated approach such as the difference-distance matrix

analysis used by Taylor & Orengo (1989) or the multiple random starting sets suggested by Subbiah,

Laurents & Levitt (1993) is required to satisfy this objective.  To introduce these facilities into

ALIGN would, however, detract from its ease of use. ALIGN was designed to be run interactively

and the simplicity of the algorithm used allows the program to be more responsive.
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ALIGN is available by E-mail from the author at ghc@vger.niddk.nih.gov or on the Internet

from http://www-mslmb.niddk.nih.gov/gerson_cohen.html.  It has been tested on DEC OpenVMS

systems (VAX and Alpha) and on SGI Irix systems.  A supplementary short program to calculate

elbow bends from the information presented by ALIGN, is available from the author by E-mail. 
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